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HOSPITALITY
CROWD CONTROL & SIGNAGE
Effective queue management and signage 
solutions to improve the guest experience.
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History
In business for over 40 years. We employ over 120 experts in queuing, manufacturing, and 
technology in 2 locations: CA and TX.

In-House R&D
Lavi’s in-house teams of engineers, designers, and developers have decades of experience creating 
solutions and managing projects.

Partners & Consultants
Lavi serves as partners and consultants to some of the largest enterprises in the world.

ABOUT LAVI INDUSTRIES
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OUR PARTNERS

At thousands of businesses around the world, millions of customers are queued by Lavi Industries products and solutions.
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STANCHIONS & BARRIERS

Retractable Belt Stanchions Traditional Post & Rope Outdoor Barriers & Signage
Flexible, versatile Beltrac portable and 
magnetic base stanchions.

Elegant velour, vinyl, and braided ropes 
enhance brass and stainless-steel posts.

All-weather barrier posts and sign stands 
tough enough for extreme conditions.

Complement both the form and function of your space.
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SIGNAGE SYSTEMS

Edge Tower & Edge Curve Traditional Sign Stands Post & Panel Signage
Deliver impactful visual messaging for 
lobbies, shops, and hostess stands.

Inform and guide guests with grace. Integrates 
with our Post & Rope Stanchions.

Stand-alone and queue-integrated signage improve queuing & wayfinding and leverage marketing and branding.

Leverage barriers and queue perimeters for 
messaging and wayfinding.
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IN-QUEUE MERCHANDISING

Hinged Slatwall Mobile Store Gondolas Stand-Alone Fixtures
Easy-to-install, flexible slatwall system with 
integrated signage to fit tight spaces.

Quickly extend your queue with 
merchandising, or create stand-alone fixtures.

Bowl, Basket, or End Cap displays 
have small footprint and large ROI.

Leverage your checkout queues to boost profits with impulse merchandising.
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SAFETY BARRIERS

Wall-Mounted Retractable Belt 
Safety Barriers

Dual 65-Foot Retractable Belt 
Safety Barrier

Tempest Outdoor Post with 
Flashing Light

Always-ready temporary barriers to close off 
aisles, doorways, and corridors.

Quickly block off large areas with instant 
coverage of up to 130 linear feet.

Keep pathways or restricted areas visible, and 
your guests safe, even at night.

Keep guests away from restricted, temporarily closed, or unsafe areas.
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ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS

Partition Walls & Gates Glass Divider Walls Railing Systems
Glass or Plexi walls and gates that don’t 
require any core-drilling.

Protective glass partitions for counters, 
booths, and short walls.

Stainless steel & brass Glass Railing, Cable 
Railing, and more.

Architectural partitions and railing systems enhance both the form and function of your space.
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QUEUING TECHNOLOGY

Lavi Electronic Queuing: Single-Line Queuing. Evolved.
Create a smooth, efficienct customer flow that can reduce wait times up to 30%. Additionally, 
improve marketing and branding by leveraging targeted media on the digital calling display.

Decrease wait times, increase throughput, and improve the guest experience.
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Custom Printed Signage
Add stunning graphics or messaging to your signage systems and we’ll 
print, pack, and ship your graphics pre-installed into your sign frames for a 
full-service solution. Take advantage of our design and production teams to 
create graphics based on your brand guidelines.

Digital Belt Printing
Our design team can help you create stunning branded belts or custom 
messages that help extend your brand into your queues and barrier 
systems. Our state-of-the-art digital printing facilities can print one or 
thousands of custom belts to your exact specifications.

CUSTOM PRINTING
Take advantage of our in-house Design & Printing for your next project.
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Design, layout, and 3D renedering
Our industry experts can take your queuing challenges and create a plan that will transform your customer flow.  
We’ll even provide you with 3D renderings of your queue or barrier system that includes customer flow maps, 

integrated signage, and options for high and low-traffic periods.

EXPERT CONSULTATION
Queue design and consultation services give you access to industry experts and queuing best-practices.
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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
27810 Avenue Hopkins, Valencia CA 91355

TEXAS FACILITY
5885 E. Houston Street, San Antonio, TX 78220

800.624.6225 • sales@lavi.com
www.lavi.com
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